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Models in Microeconomic Theory covers basic models in current microeconomic theory. Part I (Chapters 1-7) presents models of
an economic agent, discussing abstract models of preferences, choice, and decision making under uncertainty, before turning to
models of the consumer, the producer, and monopoly. Part II (Chapters 8-14) introduces the concept of equilibrium, beginning,
unconventionally, with the models of the jungle and an economy with indivisible goods, and continuing with models of an exchange
economy, equilibrium with rational expectations, and an economy with asymmetric information. Part III (Chapters 15-16) provides
an introduction to game theory, covering strategic and extensive games and the concepts of Nash equilibrium and subgame
perfect equilibrium. Part IV (Chapters 17-20) gives a taste of the topics of mechanism design, matching, the axiomatic analysis of
economic systems, and social choice. The book focuses on the concepts of model and equilibrium. It states models and results
precisely, and provides proofs for all results. It uses only elementary mathematics (with almost no calculus), although many of the
proofs involve sustained logical arguments. It includes about 150 exercises. With its formal but accessible style, this textbook is
designed for undergraduate students of microeconomics at intermediate and advanced levels.
David M. Kreps has developed a text in microeconomics that is both challenging and "user-friendly." The work is designed for the
first-year graduate microeconomic theory course and is accessible to advanced undergraduates as well. Placing unusual
emphasis on modern noncooperative game theory, it provides the student and instructor with a unified treatment of modern
microeconomic theory--one that stresses the behavior of the individual actor (consumer or firm) in various institutional settings.
The author has taken special pains to explore the fundamental assumptions of the theories and techniques studied, pointing out
both strengths and weaknesses. The book begins with an exposition of the standard models of choice and the market, with extra
attention paid to choice under uncertainty and dynamic choice. General and partial equilibrium approaches are blended, so that
the student sees these approaches as points along a continuum. The work then turns to more modern developments. Readers are
introduced to noncooperative game theory and shown how to model games and determine solution concepts. Models with
incomplete information, the folk theorem and reputation, and bilateral bargaining are covered in depth. Information economics is
explored next. A closing discussion concerns firms as organizations and gives readers a taste of transaction-cost economics.
This best-selling text is still the most modern presentation of the subject. The Varian approach gives students tools they can use
on exams, in the rest of their classes, and in their careers after graduation.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see
the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
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copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Provides a rigorous treatment of some of the basic tools of economic modeling and reasoning, along with an assessment of the
strengths and weaknesses of these tools.
Political Game Theory is a self-contained introduction to game theory and its applications to political science. The book presents
choice theory, social choice theory, static and dynamic games of complete information, static and dynamic games of incomplete
information, repeated games, bargaining theory, mechanism design and a mathematical appendix covering, logic, real analysis,
calculus and probability theory. The methods employed have many applications in various disciplines including comparative
politics, international relations and American politics. Political Game Theory is tailored to students without extensive backgrounds
in mathematics, and traditional economics, however there are also many special sections that present technical material that will
appeal to more advanced students. A large number of exercises are also provided to practice the skills and techniques discussed.
This volume presents mathematical formulas and theorems commonly used in economics. It offers the first grouping of this
material for a specifically economist audience, and it includes formulas like Roy’s identity and Leibniz's rule.
"In Career and Family, Claudia Goldin builds on decades of complex research to examine the gender pay gap and the unequal
distribution of labor between couples in the home. Goldin argues that although recent public and private discourse has brought
these concerns to light, the actions taken-such as a single company slapped on the wrist or a few progressive leaders going on
paternity leave-are the economic equivalent of tossing a band-aid to someone with cancer. These solutions, Goldin writes, treat
the symptoms and not the disease of gender inequality in the workplace and economy. Goldin points to data that reveals how the
pay gap widens further down the line in women's careers, about 10 to 15 years out, as opposed to those beginning careers after
college. She examines five distinct groups of women over the course of the twentieth century: cohorts of women who differ in
terms of career, job, marriage, and children, in approximated years of graduation-1900s, 1920s, 1950s, 1970s, and 1990s-based
on various demographic, labor force, and occupational outcomes. The book argues that our entire economy is trapped in an old
way of doing business; work structures have not adapted as more women enter the workforce. Gender equality in pay and equity
in home and childcare labor are flip sides of the same issue, and Goldin frames both in the context of a serious empirical
exploration that has not yet been put in a long-run historical context. Career and Family offers a deep look into census data, rich
information about individual college graduates over their lifetimes, and various records and new sources of material to offer a new
model to restructure the home and school systems that contribute to the gender pay gap and the quest for both family and
career"-From award-winning economic historian Sanford M. Jacoby, a fascinating and important study of the labor movement and
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shareholder capitalism Since the 1970s, American unions have shrunk dramatically, as has their economic clout. Labor in the Age
of Finance traces the search for new sources of power, showing how unions turned financialization to their advantage. Sanford
Jacoby catalogs the array of allies and finance-based tactics labor deployed to stanch membership losses in the private sector. By
leveraging pension capital, unions restructured corporate governance around issues like executive pay and accountability. In
Congress, they drew on their political influence to press for corporate reforms in the wake of business scandals and the financial
crisis. The effort restrained imperial CEOs but could not bridge the divide between workers and owners. Wages lagged behind
investor returns, feeding the inequality identified by Occupy Wall Street. And labor’s slide continued. A compelling blend of history,
economics, and politics, Labor in the Age of Finance explores the paradox of capital bestowing power to labor in the tumultuous
era of Enron, Lehman Brothers, and Dodd-Frank.
There has been explosive progress in the economic theory of uncertainty and information in the past few decades. This subject is
now taught not only in departments of economics but also in professional schools and programs oriented toward business,
government and administration, and public policy. This book attempts to unify the subject matter in a simple, accessible manner.
Part I of the book focuses on the economics of uncertainty; Part II examines the economics of information. This revised and
updated second edition places a greater focus on game theory. New topics include posted-price markets, mechanism design,
common-value auctions, and the one-shot deviation principle for repeated games.
Find all of the following topics, explained in plain-English: Introduction: What is Economics? Not a Perfect Model Microeconomics
vs. Macroeconomics 1. Maximizing Utility Decreasing Marginal Utility Opportunity Costs 2. Evaluating Production Possibilities
Production Possibilities Frontiers Absolute and Comparative Advantage 3. Demand Determinants of Demand Elasticity of Demand
Change in Demand vs. Change in Quantity Demanded 4. Supply Determinants of Supply Elasticity of Supply Change in Supply vs.
Change in Quantity Supplied 5. Market Equilibrium How Market Equilibrium is Reached The Effect of Changes in Supply and
Demand 6. Government Intervention Price Ceilings and Price Floors Taxes and Subsidies 7. Costs of Production Marginal Cost of
Production Fixed vs. Variable Costs Short Run vs. Long Run Sunk Costs Economic Costs vs. Accounting Costs 8. Perfect
Competition Firms Are Price Takers Making Decisions at the Margin Consumer and Producer Surplus 9. Monopoly Market Power
Deadweight Loss with a Monopoly Monopolies and Government 10. Oligopoly Collusion Cheating the Cartel Government
Intervention in Oligopolies 11. Monopolistic Competition Competing via Product Differentiation Loss of Surplus with Monopolistic
Competition Conclusion: The Insights and Limitations of Economics
Game theory has become increasingly popular among undergraduate aswell as business school students. This text is the first to
provideboth a complete theoretical treatment of the subject and a variety ofreal-world applications, primarily in economics, but also
in business,political science, and the law. Game theory has become increasingly popular among undergraduate as well as
business school students. This text is the first to provide both a complete theoretical treatment of the subject and a variety of realworld applications, primarily in economics, but also in business, political science, and the law. Strategies and Games grew out of
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Prajit Dutta's experience teaching a course in game theory over the last six years at Columbia University.The book is divided into
three parts: Strategic Form Games and Their Applications, Extensive Form Games and Their Applications, and Asymmetric
Information Games and Their Applications. The theoretical topics include dominance solutions, Nash equilibrium, backward
induction, subgame perfect equilibrium, repeated games, dynamic games, Bayes-Nash equilibrium, mechanism design, auction
theory, and signaling. An appendix presents a thorough discussion of single-agent decision theory, as well as the optimization and
probability theory required for the course.Every chapter that introduces a new theoretical concept opens with examples and ends
with a case study. Case studies include Global Warming and the Internet, Poison Pills, Treasury Bill Auctions, and Final Jeopardy.
Each part of the book also contains several chapter-length applications including Bankruptcy Law, the NASDAQ market, OPEC,
and the Commons problem. This is also the first text to provide a detailed analysis of dynamic strategic interaction.
A Course in Microeconomic TheoryPrinceton University Press
A Course in Game Theory presents the main ideas of game theory at a level suitable for graduate students and advanced
undergraduates, emphasizing the theory's foundations and interpretations of its basic concepts. The authors provide precise
definitions and full proofs of results, sacrificing generalities and limiting the scope of the material in order to do so. The text is
organized in four parts: strategic games, extensive games with perfect information, extensive games with imperfect information,
and coalitional games. It includes over 100 exercises.
Developed over a ten year period at the Stanford Business School, this textbook underscores the connections between
microeconomics and business. Its full-length, integrated case studies reveal how economic models can yield answers to practical
problems.
"PRICES AND OPTIMIZATION 1.1 SUPPORTING PRICES 1.2 SHADOW PRICES 1.3 THE ENVELOPE THEOREM 1.4
FOUNDATIONS OF CONSTRAINED OPTMIZATION 1.5 APPLICATION: MONOPOLY PRICING WITH JOINT COSTS 1.1
SUPPORTING PRICES Key ideas: convex and non-convex production sets, price based incentives, Supporting Hyperplane
Theorem Pursuit of self-interest is central to economics. Thus a deep understanding of the theory of maximization is essential to
effective theorizing. In particular, the theory of constrained maximization is so crucial that we explore it in this first chapter. In
contrast to a purely mathematical exposition, the emphasis here is on prices"-In these notes, Professor Kreps surveys the standard models of choice under uncertainty that lie at the heart of microeconomic
theory. Choice and preference, ordinal utility, von Neumann-Morganstern utility and utility functions for money, and subjective
probability and subjective expected utility are among the standard topics covered. These notes provide a rigorous but accessible
introduction to the theory of choice for mathematically inclined undergraduates and/or graduate students in economics, finance,
and related disciplines.
Game Theory and the Law promises to be the definitive guide to the field. It provides a highly sophisticated yet exceptionally clear
explanation of game theory, with a host of applications to legal issues. The authors have not only synthesized the existing
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scholarship, but also created the foundation for the next generation of research in law and economics."
This text uses calculus, algebra, and graphs to present microeconomic theory using actual examples, and then encourages
students to apply the theory to analyse real-world problems. This 2nd edition has been substantially updated and revised, and is
now offered with MyEconLab.
How economics needs to change to keep pace with the twenty-first century and the digital economy Digital technology, big data,
big tech, machine learning, and AI are revolutionizing both the tools of economics and the phenomena it seeks to measure,
understand, and shape. In Cogs and Monsters, Diane Coyle explores the enormous problems—but also opportunities—facing
economics today if it is to respond effectively to these dizzying changes and help policymakers solve the world’s crises, from
pandemic recovery and inequality to slow growth and the climate emergency. Mainstream economics, Coyle says, still assumes
people are “cogs”—self-interested, calculating, independent agents interacting in defined contexts. But the digital economy is much
more characterized by “monsters”—untethered, snowballing, and socially influenced unknowns. What is worse, by treating people
as cogs, economics is creating its own monsters, leaving itself without the tools to understand the new problems it faces. In
response, Coyle asks whether economic individualism is still valid in the digital economy, whether we need to measure growth and
progress in new ways, and whether economics can ever be objective, since it influences what it analyzes. Just as important, the
discipline needs to correct its striking lack of diversity and inclusion if it is to be able to offer new solutions to new problems. Filled
with original insights, Cogs and Monsters offers a road map for how economics can adapt to the rewiring of society, including by
digital technologies, and realize its potential to play a hugely positive role in the twenty-first century.
From New York Times bestselling author and economics columnist Robert Frank, bold new ideas for creating environments that
promise a brighter future Psychologists have long understood that social environments profoundly shape our behavior, sometimes
for the better, often for the worse. But social influence is a two-way street—our environments are themselves products of our
behavior. Under the Influence explains how to unlock the latent power of social context. It reveals how our environments
encourage smoking, bullying, tax cheating, sexual predation, problem drinking, and wasteful energy use. We are building bigger
houses, driving heavier cars, and engaging in a host of other activities that threaten the planet—mainly because that's what friends
and neighbors do. In the wake of the hottest years on record, only robust measures to curb greenhouse gases promise relief from
more frequent and intense storms, droughts, flooding, wildfires, and famines. Robert Frank describes how the strongest predictor
of our willingness to support climate-friendly policies, install solar panels, or buy an electric car is the number of people we know
who have already done so. In the face of stakes that could not be higher, the book explains how we could redirect trillions of
dollars annually in support of carbon-free energy sources, all without requiring painful sacrifices from anyone. Most of us would
agree that we need to take responsibility for our own choices, but with more supportive social environments, each of us is more
likely to make choices that benefit everyone. Under the Influence shows how.

This book presents Ariel Rubinstein's lecture notes for the first part of his well-known graduate course in microeconomics.
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Developed during the fifteen years that Rubinstein taught the course at Tel Aviv University, Princeton University, and
New York University, these notes provide a critical assessment of models of rational economic agents, and are an
invaluable supplement to any primary textbook in microeconomic theory. In this fully revised and expanded second
edition, Rubinstein retains the striking originality and deep simplicity that characterize his famously engaging style of
teaching. He presents these lecture notes with a precision that gets to the core of the material, and he places special
emphasis on the interpretation of key concepts. Rubinstein brings this concise book thoroughly up to date, covering
topics like modern choice theory and including dozens of original new problems. Written by one of the world's most
respected and provocative economic theorists, this second edition of Lecture Notes in Microeconomic Theory is essential
reading for students, teachers, and research economists. Fully revised, expanded, and updated Retains the engaging
style and method of Rubinstein's well-known lectures Covers topics like modern choice theory Features numerous
original new problems--including 21 new review problems Solutions manual (available only to teachers) can be found at:
http://gametheory.tau.ac.il/microTheory/.
An introduction to advanced topics in microeconomics that emphasizes the intuition behind assumptions and results,
providing examples that show how to apply theory to practice. This textbook offers an introduction to advanced
microeconomic theory that emphasizes the intuition behind mathematical assumptions, providing step-by-step examples
that show how to apply theoretical models. It covers standard topics such as preference relations, demand theory and
applications, producer theory, choice under uncertainty, partial and general equilibrium, monopoly, game theory and
imperfect competition, externalities and public goods, and contract theory; but its intuitive and application-oriented
approach provides students with a bridge to more technical topics. The book can be used by advanced undergraduates
as well as Masters students in economics, finance, and public policy, and by PhD students in programs with an applied
focus. The text connects each topic with recent findings in behavioral and experimental economics, and discusses these
results in context, within the appropriate chapter. Step-by-step examples appear immediately after the main theoretical
findings, and end-of chapter exercises help students understand how to approach similar exercises on their own. An
appendix reviews basic mathematical concepts. A separate workbook, Practice Exercises for Advanced Microeconomic
Theory, offers solutions to selected problems with detailed explanations. The textbook and workbook together help
students improve both their theoretical and practical preparation in advanced microeconomics.
In this book, Professor Kreps presents a first course on the basic models of choice theory that underlie much of economic
theory. This course, taught for several years at the Graduate School of Business, Stanford University, gives the student
an introduction to the axiomatic method of economic analysis, without placing too heavy a demand on mathematical
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sophistication.The course begins with the basics of choice and revealed preference theory and then discusses numerical
representations of ordinal preference. Models with uncertainty come next: First is von Neumann?Morgenstern utility, and
then choice under uncertainty with subjective uncertainty, using the formulation of Anscombe and Aumann, and then
sketching the development of Savage's classic theory. Finally, the course delves into a number of special topics,
including de Finetti's theorem, modeling choice on a part of a larger problem, dynamic choice, and the empirical evidence
against the classic models.
An advanced treatment of modern macroeconomics, presented through a sequence of dynamic equilibrium models, with
discussion of the implications for monetary and fiscal policy. This textbook offers an advanced treatment of modern
macroeconomics, presented through a sequence of dynamic general equilibrium models based on intertemporal
optimization on the part of economic agents. The book treats macroeconomics as applied and policy-oriented general
equilibrium analysis, examining a number of models, each of which is suitable for investigating specific issues but may be
unsuitable for others. After presenting a brief survey of the evolution of macroeconomics and the key facts about long-run
economic growth and aggregate fluctuations, the book introduces the main elements of the intertemporal approach
through a series of two-period competitive general equilibrium models—the simplest possible intertemporal models. This
sets the stage for the remainder of the book, which presents models of economic growth, aggregate fluctuations, and
monetary and fiscal policy. The text focuses on a full analysis of a limited number of key intertemporal models, which are
stripped down to essentials so that students can focus on the dynamic properties of the models. Exercises encourage
students to try their hands at solving versions of the dynamic models that define modern macroeconomics. Appendixes
review the main mathematical techniques needed to analyze optimizing dynamic macroeconomic models. The book is
suitable for advanced undergraduate and graduate students who have some knowledge of economic theory and
mathematics for economists.
This book examines why game theory has become such a popular tool of analysis. It investigates the deficiencies in this
methodology and goes on to consider whether its popularity will fade or remain an important tool for economists. The
book provides the reader with some basic concepts from noncooperative theory, and then goes on to explore the
strengths, weaknesses, and future of the theory as a tool of economic modelling and analysis. All those interested in the
applications of game theory to economics, from undergraduates to academics will find this study of particular value.
Carlin and Soskice integrate the financial system with a model of the macro-economy. In doing this, they take account of
the gaps in the mainstream model exposed by the financial crisis and the Eurozone crisis. This equips the reader with a
realistic modelling framework to analyse the economy both in crisis times and in periods of stability.
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This book examines whether continuous-time models in frictionless financial economies can be well approximated by
discrete-time models. It specifically looks to answer the question: in what sense and to what extent does the famous
Black-Scholes-Merton (BSM) continuous-time model of financial markets idealize more realistic discrete-time models of
those markets? While it is well known that the BSM model is an idealization of discrete-time economies where the stock
price process is driven by a binomial random walk, it is less known that the BSM model idealizes discrete-time
economies whose stock price process is driven by more general random walks. Starting with the basic foundations of
discrete-time and continuous-time models, David M. Kreps takes the reader through to this important insight with the goal
of lowering the entry barrier for many mainstream financial economists, thus bringing less-technical readers to a better
understanding of the connections between BSM and nearby discrete-economies.
Probability and Statistics have been widely used in various fields of science, including economics. Like advanced calculus and linear algebra,
probability and statistics are indispensable mathematical tools in economics. Statistical inference in economics, namely econometric analysis,
plays a crucial methodological role in modern economics, particularly in empirical studies in economics. This textbook covers probability
theory and statistical theory in a coherent framework that will be useful in graduate studies in economics, statistics and related fields. As a
most important feature, this textbook emphasizes intuition, explanations and applications of probability and statistics from an economic
perspective. Request Inspection Copy
Mapping the resonances, dissonances, and linkages between the thought of Gramsci and Foucault to uncover new tools for socio-political
and critical analysis for the twenty-first century, this book reassesses the widely-held view that their work is incompatible. With discussions of
Latin American revolutionary politics, indigenous knowledges, technologies of government and the teaching of paediatrics in post-invasion
Iraq, complexity theory, medical anthropology and biomedicine, and the role of Islam in the transition to modern society in the Arab world, this
interdisciplinary volume presents the latest theoretical research on different facets of these two thinkers’ work, as well as analyses of the
specific linkages that exist between them in concrete settings. A rigorous, comparative exploration of the work of two towering figures of the
twenty-first century, Gramsci and Foucault: A Reassessment will appeal to scholars and students of social and political theory, political
sociology, communication and media studies, and contemporary philosophy.
With his witty and instructive book The Armchair Economist, Steven Landsburg won popularity and acclaim by using economics to illuminate
the mysteries of daily life, and using daily life to illuminate the mysteries of economics. Now Landsburg returns to address fundamental issues
like fairness, tolerance, morality and justice—issues that are as important on the playground as they are in the marketplace. With the help of
his daughter, Cayley, he contrasts the wisdom of parents with the wisdom of economists—not always to the credit of the latter. How should we
feel about taxes that redistribute income? Ask how parents feel about children who forcibly "redistribute" other children's toys. How should we
respond to those who complain that their neighbors are too wealthy? Ask how parents respond when children complain that their siblings got
too much cake. By insisting that fairness can't mean one thing for children and another for adults, Landsburg shows that the instincts of the
parent have profound consequences for economic justice. Along the way, Landsburg—with his customary sharp wit and challenging
logic—pauses to reflect on an astonishing variety of issues in economic theory, the philosophy of parenting, the true nature of family values,
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and how to get the most out of life. He uses parent-child interactions to explain the economics of free trade and immigration, progressive
taxation, minimum wages, racial discrimination, and the role of money. He makes the best possible philosophical cases for and against
progressive taxation, and weighs them against the wisdom of the playground. He explains why children are a good thing, and why economic
theory tells us we don't have enough of them. He meditates on the role of authority in our lives, the effects of cultural bias, and why it's
important to read poetry to your children. This lively and entertaining book will inform and delight readers who have forgotten the human side
of the dismal science.
An authoritative textbook based on the legendary economics course taught at the University of Chicago Price theory is a powerful analytical
toolkit for measuring, explaining, and predicting human behavior in the marketplace. This incisive textbook provides an essential introduction
to the subject, offering a diverse array of practical methods that empower students to learn by doing. Based on Economics 301, the legendary
PhD course taught at the University of Chicago, the book emphasizes the importance of applying price theory in order to master its concepts.
Chicago Price Theory features immersive chapter-length examples such as addictive goods, urban-property pricing, the consequences of
prohibition, the value of a statistical life, and occupational choice. It looks at human behavior in the aggregate of an industry, region, or
demographic group, but also provides models of individuals when they offer insights about the aggregate. The book explains the surprising
answers that price theory can provide to practical questions about taxation, education, the housing market, government subsidies, and much
more. Emphasizes the application of price theory, enabling students to learn by doing Features chapter-length examples such as addictive
goods, urban-property pricing, the consequences of prohibition, and the value of a statistical life Supported by video lectures taught by Kevin
M. Murphy and Gary Becker The video course enables students to learn the theory at home and practice the applications in the classroom
A thoroughly revised new edition of a leading textbook that equips MBA students with the powerful tools of economics This is a thoroughly
revised and substantially streamlined new edition of a leading textbook that shows MBA students how understanding economics can help
them make smarter and better-informed real-world management decisions. David Kreps, one of the world’s most influential economists, has
developed and refined Microeconomics for Managers over decades of teaching at Stanford’s Graduate School of Business. Stressing game
theory and strategic thinking and driven by in-depth, integrated case studies, the book shows future managers how economics can provide
practical answers to critical business problems. Focuses on case studies and real companies, such as Amazon, Microsoft, General Motors,
United Airlines, and Xerox Covers essential topics for future managers—including price discrimination, Porter’s five forces, risk sharing and
spreading, signaling and screening, credibility and reputation, and economics and organizational behavior Features an online supplement
(available at micro4managers.stanford.edu) for students that provides solutions to the problems in the book, longer caselike exercises, review
problems, a calculus review, and more
Networks of relationships help determine the careers that people choose, the jobs they obtain, the products they buy, and how they vote. The
many aspects of our lives that are governed by social networks make it critical to understand how they impact behavior, which network
structures are likely to emerge in a society, and why we organize ourselves as we do. In Social and Economic Networks, Matthew Jackson
offers a comprehensive introduction to social and economic networks, drawing on the latest findings in economics, sociology, computer
science, physics, and mathematics. He provides empirical background on networks and the regularities that they exhibit, and discusses
random graph-based models and strategic models of network formation. He helps readers to understand behavior in networked societies,
with a detailed analysis of learning and diffusion in networks, decision making by individuals who are influenced by their social neighbors,
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game theory and markets on networks, and a host of related subjects. Jackson also describes the varied statistical and modeling techniques
used to analyze social networks. Each chapter includes exercises to aid students in their analysis of how networks function. This book is an
indispensable resource for students and researchers in economics, mathematics, physics, sociology, and business.
"A book on why most things are more expensive or lower quality, and why we're all still working long hours for the same or lower wages.
Does it ever seem like most things you buy are more expensive or not as good as they once were, or both? Does it ever seem odd that,
despite having access to much better communication and cheaper transportation, we're all working just as many hours and for the same
wages as workers decades ago? Well, we now know you're not wrong to wonder about these things. In recent years, economists have been
documenting how most of the gains from technology and globalization have been going to an increasingly concentrated number of huge
businesses, at the expense of consumers and workers. Prices are higher and wages are lower. The reason is market power. One of the first
to authoritatively document the rise of market power was Jan Eeckhout. In this book, he will explain for a general audience how large firms
have faced increasingly little competition, allowing them to charge higher prices than they otherwise could. And how we, as consumers, pay
more for many goods and services-"everything from a bottle of beer to a flight to Houston to our grandmother's prosthetic hip." As a result,
business profits have soared since 1980, and just a few "mega firms" dominate the marketplace. Eeckhout shows how the rise in market
power has had radically negative effects on work and the lives of workers-trends that, if not reversed, may cause historical corrections in the
form of wars and market collapse. Drawing on a wealth of research and the stories of working people, The Profit Paradox will explain in clear
language the rise of market power, how it could change the world further if left unaddressed, and how we can tackle the problem"-Copyright: 7b17bd8d3b85ccaaa3665afde62b24d1
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